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An NMR pulse sequence is proposed for the simultaneous de-
termination of side chain x1 torsion-angle related 3JN,Cg and 3JC*,Cg

couplings in aromatic amino acid spin systems. The method is of
the quantitative J correlation type and takes advantage of atten-

ated 15N and 1H transverse relaxation by means of the TROSY
rinciple. Unlike previously developed schemes for the measure-
ent of either of the two coupling types, spectra contain internal

eference peaks that are usually recorded in separate experiments.
herefore, the desired information is extracted from a single

ather than four data sets. The new method is demonstrated with
niformly 13C/15N labeled Desulfovibrio vulgaris flavodoxin, which
ontains 14 aromatic out of 147 total amino acid residues. © 2000

Academic Press

Key Words: x1-angle; quantitative J correlation; TROSY; axial
eaks; flavodoxin.

INTRODUCTION

Aromatic residues are very often involved in the const
tion of the hydrophobic core of proteins. Their side ch
conformations in solution can be probed by the measure
of vicinal coupling constants. Unlike scalar interactions inv
ing the pair of Cb-bound protons, analysis of couplings-
tween backbone15N or 13C9 nuclei and the aromaticg-carbon

oes not depend on stereospecific assignments and ch
hift dispersion of1Hb resonances. Therefore, as was dem-

strated recently for unfolded proteins (1, 2), 3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg

provide valuable information aboutx1 torsion angle prefe
ences and motional averaging in aromatic residues. The
scalar interactions tend to be relatively small yet readily m
surable using recently developed triple-resonance NMR
niques. Their size can be reliably determined with either
spin–echo difference (3) or 3D quantitativeJ correlation (4)

xperiments, both of which rely on the evaluation of cross
ntensity ratios in different spectra (5). Here we propose
three-dimensional pulse sequence which allows a simultan
determination of both coupling types without the need
1261090-7807/00 $35.00
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record a separate reference spectrum. Application o
TROSY (6, 7) methodology ensures high sensitivity, wh
ranslates into high precision of theJ measurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pulse scheme outlined in Fig. 1 is based on the
(CO)CG (4, 8), an “out-and-back” type sequence which tra
fers magnetization from amide protons of residuei to carbon
yls of the preceding residue via1JN,H and 1JN,C9. In the centra
step, dephasing with respect to the long-range C9, Cg coupling
of interest occurs during a periode. In t 1, frequency labelin
according to the chemical shifts of aromaticg-carbons, band
selectively excited by the surrounding shaped 90° pulses,
place. Unlike previous implementations, however, an HM
rather than an INEPT-type15N–13C9 transfer is employed, su
that additional3JN,Cg dephasing is active for the full periodd 1
t90°,C9 1 e. As a result, cross peaks occur atv(13Ci

g) and
v(13Ci21

g ) alongF 1 with intensities proportional to

sin2~p 1JNC9d! 3 sin2@p 3JNCg~arom,i !~d 1 t90°,C9 1 e!#

3 cos2~p 3JC9Cg~arom,i21!e! [1]

nd

sin2~p 1JNC9d! 3 sin2~p 3JC9Cg~arom,i21!e!

3 cos2@p 3JNCg~arom,i !~d 1 t90°,C9 1 e!#, [2]

respectively. The inevitably different dephasing times for
two coupling types perfectly match their unequal average
nitudes.

Quantitative3J determination requires reference signal-
tensities to be measured, usually in separate experiments
the desired couplings are refocused while an otherwise id
cal magnetization transfer pathway is employed. Here
follow a different strategy, which has recently been descr
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127SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF N, Cg AND C9, Cg COUPLINGS
in detail (18). Briefly, two different phase cycles are emplo
or recording the real (f 2 5 x) and imaginary (f 2 5 y) parts
of each t 1 increment, in such a manner that magnetiza
which is not transferred to aromatic carbons is rejected on
the latter. This fraction, which is proportional to

sin2~p 1JNC9d! 3 cos2@p 3JNCg~arom!~d 1 t90°,C9 1 e!#

3 cos2~p 3JC9Cg~arom!e!, [3]

gives rise to signals void of chemical-shift modulation. In
final 3D spectrum, therefore, signals appearing in the a
peak plane atv1 5 0 can be exploited as internal referenc
calculate coupling constants according to

I cross,Cg~i !/I axial 5 tan2@p 3JNCg~arom!~d 1 t90°,C9 1 e!# [4]

and

I cross,Cg~i21!/I axial 5 tan2~p 3JC9Cg~arom!e!. [5]

FIG. 1. Experimental scheme for the simultaneous measurement of3JN,Cg(a

of 90° and 180°, respectively, and are applied with phasex unless otherwise s
90° Gaussian shaped pulse (duration: 2.5 ms) aligns the water magnet
fast exchanging amide protons by pulsed field gradients (9–11). The15N and13

spectral region, respectively. Pulses on13C9 and 13C are applied at 176.5, a
180° pulses pulses are shaped according to the center lobe of a sin(x)/x funct
s accomplished by G4 Gaussian cascades (13) with a duration of 500ms. The
o compensate for zero-order phase shifts induced by the 180°13C9 pulse in th
couplings duringt 2 are refocused by a 1-ms WURST-20 (14) inversion puls

liminate proton–carbon long-range couplings is achieved by a sequen
adjusted to 2.3 and 0.7 ms, respectively. De- and rephasing of3JN,Cg and 3JC9

compensate for15N chemical shift evolution during the13C WURST-20 pulse
avoiding a first-order phase correction in theF 2 dimension. Quadrature de
verified for our Bruker Avance spectrometer) aref 1 5 x; f 2 5 x; f 3 5 2

the real part andf 1 5 x; f 2 5 y; f 3 5 2(x), 2(y); f 4 5 x, y, 2x, 2y; f 5

part of eacht 1 increment. At other spectrometer types it may be necessa
onstructively add components originating from1H and 15N steady-state ma

peak amplitudes, and directions: G1, 1 ms, 5 G/cm,x; G2, 1 ms, 10 G/cm,y;
xy; G6, 0.5 ms, 8 G/cm,xyz. N- and P-type signals are collected alternately
are shifted to the edge of the spectrum by incrementingf1 and the receiver
n
in

e
l-

Note that, in contrast to homonuclear quantitativeJ correla-
ions where cross and reference peaks have opposite sig
elative signs can be arbitrarily chosen here by the adjust
f pulse phasesf2/f5.
In a similar approach, axial peaks, albeit recorded s

rately, had been used as reference in long-range1H–13C cor-
relation spectra (19). Furthermore it should be mentioned t
in projected triple-resonance spectra, axial peaks proved
useful as central peaks facilitating symmetrization (20).

Owing to the long period of15N transverse relaxation in t
modified HN(CO)CG experiment described here, it lends i
to TROSY-type (6, 7) suppression of transverse relaxat

hich has already been exploited to enable observatio
calar couplings across hydrogen bonds in larger biomole
21–23). In the pulse sequence of Fig. 1 the [15N, 1H]-TROSY

coherence transfer has been implemented in the gradie
lected, sensitivity enhanced (24–30) manner, employing th
improved scheme of Ref. (31). In the present application n

ctive suppression of the unwanted anti-TROSY compone

nd3JC9,Cg(arom) coupling constants. Narrow and wide RF pulses have flip a
ified. All proton pulses are applied at the water resonance (4.75 ppm). T

tion along the positivez axis at the end of the sequence and avoids the saturat
arrier frequencies are centered in the amide (121 ppm) and aromatic (12
08 ppm, respectively, using phase modulation (12). Carbonyl-selective 90° an
and have a duration of 200ms. Band selective excitation of aromatic carb
ond G4 pulse has a time-reversed envelope, and its phase is empirically ad
evolution period (23° in the present implementation). Scalar nitrogen–c
0 kHz sweep) on13C while optional decoupling during acquisition in orde
of 3-ms WURST pulses, employing a five-step supercycle (15). Delayst andz are
teractions occurs during the periods (d 1 t90°,C9 1 e) ande, respectively. T
uration oft180°,C/2 is added to the first and is subtracted from the secondd delay,
ion int 1 is accomplished by alteringf2 in the States (16) manner. Phase cycl
, 2(y); f 4 5 x, y, 2x, 2y; f 5 5 2x; f 6 5 x; f receiver 5 x, 2(2x), x for
(2x), 4(x); f 6 5 x; f receiver5 x, 2(2x), x, 2x, 2(x), 2x for the imaginary
to invert the phases of the selective and of the second 90° hard pulse
tizations (17). Gradients are sine-bell shaped and have the following dura
1 ms,239.5 G/cm,xyz; G4, 0.5 ms,24 G/cm,xy; G5, 0.5 ms,25.5 G/cm
inverting the polarity of G3 along with phasef6. Axial peaks in the15N dimension
ase by 180° for each value oft 2.
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128 LÖHR AND RÜTERJANS
required, as it decays below the detection threshold d
delaysd and e. To maximize sensitivity and resolution w
regard to the TROSY approach, the experiment is prefe
performed at the highest magnetic fields currently avai
(6). On the other hand, this is accompanied by an accele
decay of transverse13C9 magnetization during thee periods
because of the relatively large contribution of CSA to carb
relaxation. Under some conditions, e.g., if conformationa
change appreciably contributes to15N relaxation, it migh
therefore be beneficial to run the experiment in a non-TR
fashion at lower field.

In order to avoid a signal decay int 2, the evolution time
might be superimposed on thed delays in a constant-tim
manner, but this would require the introduction of additio
15N and 13C 180° pulses, imperfections of which comprom
the accuracy of the3J quantification. Considering the slo
ransverse15N relaxation in TROSY, it was found preferable
ecord nitrogen chemical shifts in a conventional evolu
ime, thus minimizing the number of RF pulses.

The utility of the HN(CO)CG-[15N, 1H]-TROSY sequence
emonstrated with oxidizedDesulfovibrio vulgarisflavodoxin,
bacterial redox protein consisting of 147 amino acid resi
nd a flavin-mononucleotide cofactor (MW: 16.3 kDa).
ssess its precision, the experiment was repeated four
sing slightly different settings for delaysd and e, varying

between 30 and 32 ms and between 28 and 35 ms, respec
Figure 2 shows strips from the resulting 3D spectra taken a
positions of the amides of aromatic amino acids or the res

FIG. 2. (F1/F3) strips from HN(CO)CG-[1H, 15N]-TROSY spectra (1H freq
hifts and centered at the1HN (F 3) frequencies of the residues indicated a
n an exponential scale using a factor of 21/2. Intensity ratios between cross p
nd axial peaks appearing at the center of the13C (F 1) dimension are emp
issing cross peaks, indicated by empty rectangular boxes, only uppe

ntensities.
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tive succeeding residues. Coupling constants are obtained
intensity ratios of cross peaks at13Cg(arom) resonance position
and axial peaks occurring at the center of the F1 axis as
described above. Note that the13C carrier frequency was ch-
en so as to avoid overlap between cross peaks and axial
he resulting3J values for all 14 aromatic residues in fl-

vodoxin are summarized in Table 1.
For the evaluation of coupling constants, peak heights r

than integrated signal intensities have been used here sin
former can be measured more reliably, although identica
shapes within each cross/axial peak pair would be req
theoretically. The fact that cross peaks but not axial peak
broadened along theF 1 domain by one-bond13C, 13C and
long-range1H, 13C couplings involving the13Cg spins therefor
results in an underestimation of3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg. Unfortu-
nately, the largest of these passive couplings, i.e.,1JCg,Cd,
annot be eliminated whereas refocusing of1JCg,Cb would be

feasible. Restricting the13Cg evolution time to less than 6 m
in combination with apodization, however, keeps the effe
all passive couplings relatively small (7–8%). Application
selective refocusing pulse onb-carbons in the center oft 1,
which would further delay acquisition in this domain a
induce a Bloch–Siegert effect on carbonyls, was disrega
for these reasons. The evolution of1H, 13Cg interactions i
avoided in a non-TROSY version of the pulse sequence,
proton composite pulse decoupling; however, they have o
negligible effect on cross peak heights with the choset 1

acquisition time. Another possible source of systematic er

ncy: 800.13 MHz) of13C/15N-labeled flavodoxin taken at the15N (F 2) chemica
bottom. The width alongF 3 of each strip is 0.25 ppm. Contour levels are dr

ks involving the aromaticg-carbons of the either the same or the preceding re
d to calculate3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling constants, respectively. In the cas

mits of the coupling constants can be derived from the noise level anak
ue
t the
ea

loye
r li
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129SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF N, Cg AND C9, Cg COUPLINGS
differential relaxation of magnetization terms associated
cross and axial peaks arising from Cg spins flips during thed
ande periods. Assuming aT1 time of 1 s for the unprotonate
g-carbons of aromatic amino acids, it can be calculated33)
that the apparent coupling constants as determined di
from intensity ratios underestimate their true values by
than 4% for3JN,Cg and less than 3% for3JC9,Cg in their entire
respective accessible ranges.

While Karplus curves for the two couplings remain to
determined,3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg values around 2.4 and 4.0 Hz
trans and#0.5 and#1.1 Hz for gauche conformations we
eported (3). For the majority of the aromatic residues
avodoxin either3JN,Cg or 3JC9,Cg, or both, was too small (i.e

smaller than approximately 0.5 and 1.0 Hz, respectively
give rise to an observable cross peak, in accordance wix1
angles close to one of the three staggered rotamers. An e
tion is His142, where cross peaks due to both3JN,Cg and3JC9,Cg

were detected, which is indicative for a skewed conforma
or x1 rotamer averaging. In almost all instances, meas
coupling constants agree well with torsion angles in the X
structure of flavodoxin (32). In contrast, a large3JC9,Cg value is
expected for Trp60 on the basis of its side chain conform
in the crystal, but it could not be measured here. Howe
unusually low intensities were observed for the axial peak
Trp60 and the sequentially following Gly61, both of which
located in the flavin binding site. For these two resid
significant backbone conformational exchange had bee

TABLE 1
Experimental 3JNCg and 3JC*Cg Coupling Constants and X-Ray

rystallographic (32) Sidechain x1 Angles for Aromatic Residues
in Desulfovibrio vulgaris Flavodoxin

u 3JNCgu (Hz)a 3JC9Cg (Hz)a x1 (°)

8 ,0.5b ,1.0b 65.5
Y17 1.886 0.08 ,0.9b 164.6
Y31 ,0.5b 2.466 0.12 280.9
F47 ,0.5b 4.046 0.07 249.5
F50 ,0.4b 3.346 0.10 277.3
W60 ,0.8b ,1.8b 264.8
F71 1.436 0.08 ,0.8b 2151.8
F75 2.016 0.07 ,0.8b 2176.3
F91 ,0.5b ,1.2b 54.2
Y98 ,0.4b 2.946 0.20 271.8
Y100 —c 2.946 0.16 256.5
F101 2.136 0.09 ,1.3b 172.2
W140 2.336 0.01 ,0.8b 2176.5
H142 1.346 0.02 2.076 0.08 2109.6

a Averages and standard deviations resulting from four separate me-
ments. Values are not corrected for13Cg spin flips or different line widths o
ross and axial peaks.

b Upper limit derived from axial peak intensities in the absence of c
peaks.

c Intensity of reference peak could not be determined due to spectral ov
h
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tected by N relaxation in the oxidized state of the prot
(34).

It should be mentioned that spectral overlap may limit
lication of the novel HN(CO)CG-type experiment, since
eference signals are located in the center (1H, 15N)-plane of a

3D spectrum. However, as only relatively few data points n
to be recorded in the13C dimension, a15N resolution no
substantially lower than in 2D15N- or 13C9-{ 13Cg} spin–echo
difference1H–15N HSQC experiments (3) can be achieved.
the case of flavodoxin the intensity of only one relevant a
peak could not be measured due to nearly complete degen
of 1H and 15N chemical shifts with those of another ami
Note that in a 2D spin–echo difference type experime
simultaneous determination of3JN,Cg and3JC9,Cg for two sequen-
tially adjacent aromatic residues is impossible because s
interactions involving the two respectiveg-carbons would b
indistinguishable. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 this ambigui
easily resolved for the residue pair Tyr100/Phe101 by rec
ing 13Cg chemical shifts in the third dimension.

CONCLUSIONS

A sensitive pulse sequence has been introduced whic
lows the measurement of3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling constan
in aromatic amino acids from a single spectrum. This
achieved by combining the N–C9, N–Cg, and C9–Cg de- and
ephasing periods of the HN(CO)CG sequence, as well a
dding a TROSY detection scheme. Separate recordin
eference spectra was no longer needed owing to the us
ovel phase cycling scheme. The method would be espe
uitable for application to perdeuterated proteins, the mo
ecausex1 angle information from other couplings or intra

sidual NOE is unavailable here.

EXPERIMENTAL

The HN(CO)CG-[15N, 1H]-TROSY pulse sequence was-
plied to a 1.4 mM sample of13C/15N labeledDesulfovibrio
vulgaris flavodoxin dissolved in 0.5 ml 10 mM potassiu
phosphate buffer (pH 7) containing 5% D2O. The experimen
was carried out four times with different values of delaysd and
e. Furthermore, spectral widths in the15N dimension wer
varied in order to take accidental overlap of aliased and
liased axial peaks into account.

In detail, parameters in each of the data sets were: (1)d 5
30 ms,e 5 28 ms, SW (F 2) 5 14.7 ppm, 15N acquisition
time 5 53.6 ms; (2)d 5 32 ms,e 5 32 ms, SW (F 2) 5 14.7

pm, 15N acquisition time5 53.6 ms; (3)d 5 30 ms,e 5 30
ms, SW (F 2) 5 12.0ppm,15N acquisition time5 65.8 ms; (4
d 5 32 ms,e 5 35 ms, SW (F 2) 5 12.5ppm, 15N acquisition
time 5 63.1 ms. Spectral widths inF 1 (13C) and F 3 (1H)
omprised 38.2 and 10.4 ppm, respectively. Time domain
onsisted of 443 64 3 768 (t 1, t 2, t 3) complex points
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130 LÖHR AND RÜTERJANS
corresponding to acquisition times of 5.7 ms in theC dimen-
ion and 92.2 ms in the1H dimension. All spectra we
ecorded on a Bruker DRX-800 spectrometer equipped w
-mm three-axis gradient1H{ 13C, 15N} triple-resonance prob

with the temperature set at 27°C. Accumulation of eight s
per FID resulted in a recording time of 32 h for each data

Processing and spectra analysis was carried out usin
NMRPipe/NMRDraw (35) software. Linear prediction wa
employed to extend time domain data in the13C and 15N
dimensions by 16 and 40 points, respectively. Before Fo
transformation, data in all three dimensions were multip
with a squared-cosine weighting function and were zero-fi
to obtain a final data set size of 2563 2563 2048 real points
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